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Rachmaninov Piano Concerto No 2 in C mrnor

l-.l lS,Morceaux de fantaiste Op 3; Vocallse Op

:- l4 Romance in A major; Valse in A major
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This disc is a real surprise. I can hear the
evebrows being raised:'\Mhat? Rach 2, the
\bcahse,a smattering of early pieces for two
hands and six?'\feli, yes, because the /ro
hands here belong to Alexandre Tharaud,
one of the ablest, most insightful younger
pianists who has delighted in previous issues

oiBach, Couperin, Scarlatti, Debussy, etc.

The Second Concerto is played with
beautilul precision and pace. No over-
romanticised dawdling or playing to the
qallery here. Tharaud clearly believes in the
music's quality, as does the RLPO, on
splendid lorm under conductor Alexander
\-edernikov. Together they bring out the
music's innate drama and beauty without
gral+ing on artificial emotion. It's a
superbly balanced recording, too, the piano
placed nicely (but not unnaturally)
rbnvard; and just listen to the wonderful
clarinet solo at the start ofthe Adagio
lostenuto. The Finale is an utter delight, a

man'ellous fusion of art and entertainment.
This is the finest modern rendition I have

heard since Hough's live Dallas
pertbrmance with Litton (Hyperion
6- 501/2).

The five Morceaux de fantaisie Op 3 ( 1892)

are an imaginative set transfigured by the
1',uqsh, popular Prelude in C-sharp minor.
fharaud integrates it within irs proper
.urrounding in a flawless account. The other
tillers are on a slightly lesser plane, the
ramous Vocalise (1915) not quite on the same

ier el as its most lamous renditions (Moffo,
tbr erample). The nvo six-hand pieces from
1 591-2 u'ere written for three Russian sisters

ro plav together and are slight, making a

rather dor.vnbeat conclusion - a waste of the
rlree eminent pianist Alexanders.
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Encuentroi Falla Slete canciones populares

espafiolas; Suite de'El Amor Brujo| Garcta Lorca

Canci ones espanol as antt qu as

Estrella Morente (sop),.!avier Ferianes (pf)

Harmonta Mundt HMC 9a2246, 69 mins
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Much of the best-known Spanish music was

written by loreign hands - Rimsky-Korsakov's
Capriccio,Ravel's and Chabrier's Rhapsodies,
Debusy'slbdria - so it's a good to come back

to Spanish music by Spanish composers. Falla
remains the Spanish composer par excellence

and the tunes of his Seuen Popular Spanish

Songs (1,914) are so well known from their
various chamber and orchestral arrangements
(there's even one by Luciano Berio) that one
sometimes forgets they originated for voice
and piano. They remain an object lesson not
only in how to integrate folk material into art
song but in the much-overworked (and often
overlooked) concept 'less is morel Falla s

accompaniments are enormously expressive,

yet their subtlety comes from the pared-down

lines and textures, features the great poet
Federico Garcia Lorca sought to emulate
surprisingly effectively when he made his

own set ofOl/ Spankh Songs around 1930.

Javier Perianes proves a winning
accompanist to flamenco singer Estrella

Morentes,whose earthy, breathy, tones -
sounding here like a nightclub Lieder singer

- give the songs, including the wonderful
'Cancion del fuego fatuo'in the fourth
movement of the El Amor Brulo suite (1925), a

wonderful piquancy and authenticity. For
those used to, say, Teresa Berganza's

beautifully refined renditions (there's a

marvellous account with Gerald Moore from
1960 on Youlube) these may come as a shock,

albeit an invigorating one. Perianes makes for
a virtuosic advocate in the suite. Tempi in
some of the numbers may seem a little sedate

at times, but the urgency is there when
needed, for exampie in Jot{'Poio'or the

vibrant'Ritual Fire Dance'; so too is delicacy,

as in'Nand Recommended.
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Am erican First Sonatds. Reinagle P h t I ad el ph i a

Sonafa No i in D ma;or MacDowell Sonata
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This first volumd in Danacord's series

devoted to American piano music spreads

its repertoire wide, from the first of
Alexander Reinagle' s P h i lade lp h ia Sonatas

- the first piano sonata composed in the
US, in 1786 - to Elie Siegmeister's wartime
triptych of 1944. Reinagle (1756-1809) was

actually born in England to Hungarian and

Scottish parents and the Philadelphia

Sondtas-werc composed shortly after his

arrival in the then still young United States.

The bipartite Sonata No 1 clearly shows
that Reinagle knew his Haydn and Cecile
Licad's nimble playing displays his melodic
acumen very nicely.

The inclusion of Edward MacDowell's
Tragica Sonata ( 1 893 ) rather than Ives' epic
1905 Sonata is a better fit for this
programme. Licad has the measure of
MacDowell's four well-constructed
movements and if these do not seem overly
tragic in character that is more the nature
of the music - Sonata drammatica might be
more apposite - than her performance,
which ranks well with other rivals such as

Amato's (Altarus).

Griffes' three-movement Sonata ( 1918-9)

shakes things up as it should, through its
direct expression, formal concision and
rhythmic drive. This is perhaps the most
recorded work here, yet still not really well
known. Licad is less comfortable in the
opening Feroce movement than the finest
of her rivals (Lewin on Marco Polo, Landes
on Koch), but the rest ofthe sonata is nicely
shaped. So, too, is her account of
Siegmeister's American Sonata - a work that
grows in stature as it proceeds after a

slightly inconsequential opening allegro.
Good sound from Danacord.
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